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Background: Assessment of tumor response in rectal cancer after neoadjuvant treatment by MRI
(Tumour Regression Grade, TRG 1e5) is well standardized. The overall timing and method of defining
complete response (cCR) remain controversial. The aim of this work was to evaluate the feasibility of a
defined Response Surveillance Program (RSP) to increase organ preservation for locally advanced rectal
cancer after neoadjuvant treatment.
Methods: A standardized program of clinical (CR), radiological (RR) and metabolic (MR) assessment of
tumor response is defined over a 6 month period from completion of NACRT with formal assessment
performed every 2 months (M). Patients with TRG1-3 at M2 and TRG1-2 at M4 continue in the program
up to M6 assessment. Patients managed with this protocol from 2016 to 2020 were analyzed. The pri-
mary endpoint was rectal preservation rate. Secondary endpoints included disease-free survival and
overall survival at 3 years.
Result: 314 potentially suitable patients were enrolled in the RSP and 50 patients completed the six
month program and were successfully enrolled into watch and wait. Fourteen (28%) were T2 tumor stage,
27 (54%) T3 and nine (18%) were T4. During watch and wait, patients with locoregional recurrence
(n ¼ 11) were treated with local excision (n ¼ 3), endocavitary radiotherapy (n ¼ 1), TME (n ¼ 5) and APR
(n ¼ 2). With a median follow-up of 32 months, the rectal preservation rate was 88%, with a 3-year
disease-free survival of 67% and an overall survival of 98%.
Conclusion: This study validates the feasibility of the practical implementation of a Response Surveil-
lance Program to increase organ preservation rates without compromising oncological outcomes in rectal
cancer.
© 2022 Elsevier Ltd, BASO ~ The Association for Cancer Surgery, and the European Society of Surgical

Oncology. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Management of locally advanced rectal adenocarcinoma (T2-T4
N0/N þ M0) is evolving with new neoadjuvant treatments and
organ preservation strategies emerging [1,2]. Complete response
can be observed in as many as 30% of patients who receive induc-
tion chemotherapy and neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy which
confers more favorable cancer outcomes [3]. This finding raises the
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question about the requirement of total mesorectal excision (TME)
in all cases of locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC) as surgical
morbidity is reported in 30% of cases. Organ preservation for rectal
cancer is gaining interest as optimization of neoadjuvant treat-
ments and tumor assessment modalities allow a better control of
the disease with a higher rate of complete response (cCR). Two
different approaches are considered for rectal preservation. A se-
lective approach [2,4] involves identifying suitable patients before
any treatment based on favourable tumor characteristics that are
likely to lead to a good response to neoadjuvant treatment. An
opportunistic approach involves selecting patients after neo-
adjuvant treatment opportunistically based on a good tumour
response which may not have been anticipated. Several studies
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have demonstrated the feasibility of a watch and wait (W&W)
approach [5,6] with organ preservation rates up to 80% reported
without a compromise in oncological outcomes.

Assessment of tumor response in LARC is key for a W&W or
organ preservation program to be implemented. Tumour response
following neoadjuvant therapy using MRI (TRG 1e5, Tumor
Regression Grade) is well established [7] as a reliable method of
tumour evaluation and accurate diagnosis of complete clinical
response (cCR). However, what remains to be determined is the
optimum timing of assessment for cCR and subsequently the op-
timum surveillance intervals if cCR is expected or following cCR
confirmation. Recent consensus has suggested evaluation for cCR
should be performed between 12 and 24 weeks after commencing
neoadjuvant therapy [4,8]. However, many trials have favored to
report assessment of cCR from time of completion of neoadjuvant
therapy, usually between 6 and 8 weeks following completion.
Comparisons of the response assessment time points used to
determine cCR in randomized studies of organ preservation stra-
tegies indicate substantial variability in terms of the time points
selected. A recent international consensus [8] suggested that the
optimum time for assessment of complete clinical response after
chemoradiotherapy for patients with rectal adenocarcinoma has to
be assessed from starting neoadjuvant treatment, and not from
completion of it, simila to that recommended for squamous cell
carcinoma of the anus [9]. However, with the increasing diversity of
neoadjuvant treatment modalities, duration of therapies and
increasing utilization of induction chemotherapy, standardizing the
timing of cCR assessment from the end of neoadjuvant therapy is
more suitable for everyday practice.

The aim of this study was to assess the feasibility and the safety
of a defined Response Surveillance Program (RSP) in the stan-
dardization of the timing to assess and define complete response.

2. Methods

2.1. Patient identification and recruitment

All patients with non-metastatic low and mid rectal cancer
(mrT2-T4, N0/N þM0) treated at CHU Bordeaux from 2016 to 2020
were considered for inclusion in the RSP. Patients enrolled in
another organ preservation trial (GRECCAR 12), patients with tu-
mours that weremore than hemi-circumferential or patients with a
follow-up shorter than 12 months after the end of RSP were not
included. RSPwas proposed in patients with a good tumor response
(TRG1-3) at the first response assessment time, who consented to
non-operative management at CHU Bordeaux. All patients gave
informed consent for this study.

2.2. Surveillance program protocol

An outline of the departmental Response Surveillance Program
(RSP) is summarized in Fig. 1. Timing of evaluation of assessment
commenced from the completion date of neoadjuvant chemo-
radiotherapy (NACRT). Clinical examination (with or without rec-
toscopy) and MRI evaluation was performed at eight weeks post
completion of neoadjuvant therapy and if there were evidence of
response (TRG1-3), surveillance was continued to 16 weeks with
the same three investigation modalities performed. Again, if evi-
dence of a good response (TRG1-2) was evident, surveillance was
continued to 24weeks at which point clinical examination andMRI
evaluation were repeated and a PET-CT performed. If a concordant
assessment of complete response (TRG1) was made at this six
2

month mark, the patient entered a long-term active surveillance
program of ‘watch and wait’ (W&W) involving four-monthly clin-
ical examination, endoscopic and MRI evaluation and CT thorax,
abdomen and pelvis. If a subcomplete responsewas identified at six
months patients were offered local excision (LE) or TME and if LE
was preferred with favorable pathological outcome, patients sub-
sequently entered W&W at this point. If locally recurrent disease
was identified during RSP or W&W, treatment in the form of a local
therapy or total mesorectal excision (TME) was expedited within
two-three weeks.

2.3. Tumor response assessment

Within the above defined six-month RSP, interval to tumor
response was reported from the beginning of NACRT. A combined
assessment of clinical (CR), radiologic (RR) and metabolic (MR)
response was performed and concordance required between mo-
dalities. CR was measured by digital rectal examination (DRE) with
or without rectoscopy at 8, 16 and 24 weeks. RR was assessed using
contrast-enhanced rectal MRI, with T2-weighted sequences
preferred for assessment of response which was characterized us-
ing TRG (Tumor Regression Grade) classification [10,11] as follows:
TRG1, complete radiologic response without evidence of tumor;
TRG2, good responsewith dense fibrosis (>75%) with no orminimal
residual disease; TRG3, moderate response with >50% fibrosis or
mucin and intermediate signal intensity; TRG4, slight response
with little areas of fibrosis but mostly tumor; TRG5, no response at
all. Metabolic response (MR) was assessed using PET scan at 24
weeks (6 months). This was specifically performed to assess
metabolic activity of tumor site and out-rule locoregional or distant
disease. If response milestones (as outlined in the RSP protocol,
Fig. 1) were not reached at eight, sixteen or twenty-four weeks,
patients underwent formal oncological resection in the form of a
TME.

2.4. Definitions of complete response

Clinical response to neoadjuvant therapy was considered as
‘complete’ (cCR) if there was no evidence of a residual or palpable
tumour with digital rectal exam (DRE) and RR was TRG1 at 24
weeks. RR that was expected to reach complete response (also
described as sub-complete response) was observed if there were
obvious downstaging with residual fibrosis and TRG2-3 response at
8 weeks and TRG2 at 16 weeks.

An MR was considered as complete if there was no evidence of
FDG-avid locoregional or distant disease on PET-CT performed at 24
weeks following completion of neoadjuvant therapy [6,8].

2.5. Definition of organ preservation

Organ preservation [8] was defined as: avoidance of full rectal
excision i.e. radical total mesorectal excision (TME) was not per-
formed, no locoregional regrowth unless amenable to limited,
curative (R0) salvage surgery by local excision (LE) and no perma-
nent stoma required (including a never reversed protective stoma,
or a stoma owing to toxicities and/or poor functional outcomes).

2.6. Outcome measure

The primary endpoint was to report organ (rectal) preservation
rate after a minimum follow up of twelve-months. Secondary
endpoints were to report on disease-specific (without local



Fig. 1. Outline of defined Response Surveillance Program to monitor for complete clinical response (cCR) following neoadjuvant therapy for rectal cancer.
DRE, digital rectal examination. NAT, neoadjuvant treatments. MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. TEP, positron emission computed tomography. TRG, tumor regression grade.
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regrowth) and overall survival at 3 years. Rectal preservation rate
was defined as not requiring a formal rectal resection. Reporting of
interval to organ preservation, disease free and overall survival was
evaluated from the beginning of neoadjuvant treatment and the
last follow up. Feasibility was confirmed by enrolling >80% of pa-
tients with a complete response and suitable for watch and wait
into a watch and wait programme, achieving an organ preservation
rate >80% at two years and local recurrence at two years <25%.
2.7. Statistical analysis

Quantitative variables were expressed asmedianwith range and
compared using the Mann-Whitney test. Qualitative variables were
expressed in proportions and comparisons performed using the
Chi-Square test or the Fisher's exact test when appropriate. Survival
outcomes i.e. disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS)
were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method. A p value < 0.05
was considered significant. Statistical analysis was performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics, version 20.0.
Fig. 2. Flow chart of patient selection for inclusion in feasibility study of Response
Surveillance Program between January 2016 and December 2020.
CT, chemotherapy. LE, local excision. NAT, neoadjuvant therapy. RSP, Response Sur-
veillance Program.
3. Results

3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

A total of 314 patients who underwent neoadjuvant treatment for
locally advanced low and mid rectal adenocarcinoma and were
eligible for enrollment in the Response Surveillance Program (RSP).
At eight weeks after the completion date of NACRT (first post-
treatment assessment), 197 patients underwent total mesorectal
excision (TME), 31 abdominoperineal resection (APR) and 26 pelvic
exenteration (PE) for TRG4-5 response and 19.1% (n¼ 60) continued
in the RSP. At 16 weeks after the end of NACRT (second assessment),
two patients underwent LE and one TME for TRG 3e4 tumours, one
patient refused any surgical management despite an incomplete
response and was followed up outside RSP and 17.8% (n ¼ 56)
continued in the RSP. At 24 weeks after the end of NACRT (final
assessment), five patients underwent LE for TRG2 response and one
TME for TRG3 response. A total of fifty patients completed the
Response Surveillance Program (RSP) and began Watch and Wait
(W&W) as summarized in Figs. 2 and 3.

All patientswere diagnosed between January 2016 and December
2020. The median follow-up period was 32.4 months (range
12.7e62.0) from the start of NAT. The median age was 67 years old
(37e87). 62% (n¼ 31) of patientsweremale and 38% (n¼ 19) female.
At diagnosis, median tumor size was 4 cm (range 2e7 cm) and the
3

median distance from anal margin was 3.5 cm (range 1e9 cm). Nine
(18%) patients were tumour stage T4, 27 (54%) stage T3 and 14 (28%)
stage T2. In four cases, T4 tumours invaded the prostate (T4b) and in
five cases the levator ani muscles. Node negative disease at diagnosis
was identified in in 48% (n¼ 24), 48% (n¼ 24) N1 and 4% (n¼ 2) N2.
Patients’ characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Neoadjuvant therapy

The majority, 50% (n ¼ 25) received standard long course chemo-
radiotherapy (RTCT) with 50Gy external beam radiotherapy in 25
sessions over 5weekswith radiosensitising chemotherapy in the form



Fig. 3. Flow chart of patient followed during Response Surveillance program after NAT.
APR, abdominoperineal resection. LE, local excision. NAT, neoadjuvant. PE, pelvic exenteration. TME, total mesorectal excision. TRG, tumor regression grade. RSP, Response Sur-
veillance Program.

Table 1
Patient and tumour characteristics and neoadjuvant treatment regimes.

N (%)

Age (years)* 67 (37e87)
Sex Ratio M/F 31/19
BMI (kg/m2)* 26.0 (18.2e37.6)
Tumor size (cm)* 4 (2e7)
Distance from anal verge (cm)* 3.5 (1e9)
Tumor stage
mrT2 14 (28%)
mrT3 27 (54%)
mrT4 9 (18%)

Nodal Stage
mrN0 24 (48%)
mrN1 24 (48%)
mrN2 2 (4%)

Neoadjuvant Treatment
RTCT 25 (50%)
CT þ RTCT 18 (36%)
CT þ RTCT þ CT 4 (8%)
ShortRT þ CT 3 (6%)

BMI, body mass index. CT, chemotherapy. mrN, clinical nodal stage (MRI). mrT,
clinical tumor stage (MRI). RTCT, radiochemotherapy.

* median (range).

Table 2
Overview of locoregional regrowth patterns, interval to regrowth and management.

Site T N Time to recurrence NAT Treatment

(months)

Local
1 T2 N1 15 RTCT APR
2 T3 N0 22 RTCT TME
3 T2 N0 23 CT-RTCT LE
4 T3 N0 14 RTCT LE-TME
5 T3 N0 11 CT-RTCT LE
6 T2 N1 29 RTCT TME
7 T3 N1 21 RTCT TME
8 T2 N1 14 RTCT RTE
9 T4 N1 19 CT-RTCT LE
10 T3 N0 12 RTCT TME
11 T4 N1 13 CT-RTCT-CT APR

APR, abdominoperineal resection. CT, chemotherapy. LE, local excision. RTCT, radi-
ochemotherapy. TME, total mesorectal excision.
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of oral 5-FU (Capecitabine). Twenty-two (40%) patients received in-
duction chemotherapy with 4e6 cycles of FOLFIRINOX following by
standard RTCT (CTþ RTCT). Three (6%) patients received short course
chemoradiotherapy with 25Gy delivered in 5 sessions followed by
4e6 cycles of FOLFIRINOX (shortRTþ CT). Four (8%) patients received
CTþRTCTupfront followedby4e6cyclesof FOLFOX(CTþRTCTþCT).
3.3. Feasiblity outcomes

All 50 patients who achieved cCR within the RSP programme
were successfully enrolled into W&W (100% enrollment) following
completion of RSP plus seven patients with sub-complete response
who underwent a local excision also entered W&W. During the
overall follow-up period an 88% (n¼ 50) organ (rectal) preservation
rate was achieved as seven patients in the entire patient group
required savage TME or APR followingW&W( ± LE for subcomplete
responders) during this follow-up period. Local recurrence
occurred in 20% (n¼ 10) of patients at two years and 22% (n¼ 11) of
patients by three years.
4

3.4. Identification of recurrent disease and survival outcomes

Table 2 summarizes clinical characteristics and outcomes for
patients who developed locoregional recurrence. Following
completion of RSP and commencement of W&W, recurrent disease
was identified in 28% (n¼ 14). Recurrence patterns were as follows:
22% (n ¼ 11) local regrowth, 2% (n ¼ 1) mesorectal lymph node
regrowth and 4% (n ¼ 2) metastatic recurrence. Median time to
recurrence from the end of the six month RSP was 15 months (rage
11e29 months). Four local recurrences were suitable for local
therapy (n ¼ 3 local excision and n ¼ 1 brachytherapy). The other
seven patients with local recurrence were treated by rectal excision
(n ¼ 5 TME, n ¼ 2 abdominoperineal resection), and a clear R0
resection margin was achieved in all cases.

Two patients died during follow up, resulting in an overall
survival rate at 3 years of 98% and disease-free survival of 67%. One
mortality occurred due to complications from metastatic disease
and one non-cancer related mortality occurred. Overall and
disease-free survival of patients enrolled in Response Surveillance
Program feasibility study are illustrated in Fig. 4.

4. Discussion

In this feasibility study, we identified a high organ preservation
rate and favorable cancer outcomes following a defined Response
Surveillance Program (RSP) which facilitates a defined pathway to
monitor for complete clinical response (cCR) following neoadjuvant



Fig. 4. Overall and disease-free survival of patients enrolled in Response Surveillance Program feasibility study.
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therapy for rectal cancer. Organ preservation in rectal cancer is an
opportunity to individualize patient treatment, avoid themorbidity
of total mesorectal excision (TME) and the long-term sequelae of
surgery for patients who achieve a complete clinical response
(ycCR) [12e15]. The principle of organ preservation has already
proven its feasibility but the optimum timing interval and method
for assessing tumor response and selecting patients in complete
response is not agreed.

Habr Gama et al. [16], a leading group exploring the benefits and
feasibility of ‘Watch and Wait’ (W&W) and organ preservation in
rectal cancer in 2004 reported a rectal preservation rate of 93% for
71 patients during a mean follow-up period of 57 months. In 2016,
Martens et al. [17] reported a rectal preservation of 87% for 100
patients during a median follow-up period of 41 months. Subse-
quent studies have confirmed similar organ preservation and sur-
vivals rates despite heterogeneity in patient selection, tumor and
nodal stage at diagnosis and neoadjuvant therapy. Three clinical
trials have also demonstrated that organ preservation can be ach-
ieved and maintained with local excision (LE) of small remnant
tumours or areas of subcomplete response with subsequent suc-
cessful W&W management [2,4,18].

To maximize the potential for organ preservation in clinical
practice it is key that we identify a combination of investigations
that most accurately identify cCR and that sufficient time is allowed
following neoadjuvant therapy for cCR to develop. Digital rectal
examination (DRE) is an easily reproducible test to assess clinical
response and can provide useful prognostic information including
5

tumour fixation. Serial DRE during neoadjuvant therapy can iden-
tify refractory cases in which preoperative therapy may be altered
in an attempt to improve tumor response. Serial examination is
important as an isolated DRE clinical exam could underestimate
tumor response in up to 78% of patients [19], therefore it's impor-
tant that it be repeated several times, by an experienced physician
and findings considered with other examinations.

MRI is a key investigation in organ preservation and particularly
in our proposed RSP protocol because of its effectiveness to assess
tumor response without surgery. The correlation between TRG
response and oncological outcome has already been demonstrated
in several studies [20,21]. Furthermore, the MERCURY trial [10] and
TRIGGER [7] trial have highlighted correlation between ymrT stage
or TRG response and ypT stage after surgery. It appears that the
degree of tumor replacement by fibrosis (TRG response) correlates
with tumor response and survival at a greater statistical signifi-
cance than ymrT stage does. It was therefore important to use TRG
classification, performed by specialtytrained radiologists in order to
predict tumor response [22].

(18)F-FDG PET has been criticized for its limited ability to accu-
rately quantify tumour and nodal response following neoadjuvant
therapy for rectal cancer [23] compared to other examination like
MRI which is considered the gold standard investigation for eval-
uating response. The real value in PET CT imaging is to identify
locoregional disease or sites of distant metastases as opposed to
quantification of tumour response. PET-CT is accurate in this regard
with sensitivity and specificity of 100% (CT 54% MRI 67%) and 60%
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(CT 80%, MRT 67%). Positive and negative predictive values were
77% (CT 78%, MRI 83%) and 100% (CT 57%, MRI 50%) [24]. Therefore,
presence or lack of hypermetabolism on PET-CT imaging at 6
months following completion of neoadjuvant therapy, that is at the
end of RSP, can influence the decision to proceed with resectional
TME or continue to strive for organ preservation with watch and
wait.

Timing of assessment is also important to optimize potential for
cCR. The Brazilian study group [5] demonstrated that the majority
of cCR can occur after 16 weeks (62% of patients in complete
response), and standard response assessment at 8e12 weeks may
miss the opportunity to achieve complete response. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider patients in near complete or subcomplete
response (nCR) defined by minor irregularities on DRE or TRG 1e2
response with additional assessment every 6e8 weeks instead of
immediate rectal excision. This is consistent with recent studies
[25,26] which revealed that majority of nCR patients at first
assessment finally achieved complete response and delayed or
salvage rectal excision for incomplete response despite initial hope
of complete response do not affect oncological outcomes. However,
it is important to continue to formally monitor response to ensure
that the appropriate progress is being made.

In the Response Surveillance Program (RSP) suggested by the
authors formal assessment of response is performed at regular
intervals up to the final time point of 24 weeks (6 months)
following completion of NACRT. The authors suggest that moni-
toring and reporting of interval to cCR should commence following
completion of neoadjuvant therapy. This is in contrast to a recent
large review where the interval to cCR was reported for each study
from the start of neoadjuvant therapy [8]. The reason for this is that
there was only one neoadjuvant treatment plan for each study, but
this is not reproducible in everyday clinical practice where patients
in different centers may have different and evolving treatments
over time. The variety of emerging total neoadjuvant therapy (TNT)
strategies (RAPIDO, PRODIGE23, OPRA) [1,27,28] also need to be
considered. All have varying regimen and duration of therapies
thus it is most appropriate to continue to report on oncological
outcomes (overall and disease-free survival and local recurrence) at
an interval beginning from the commencement of neoadjuvant
therapy. However, when it comes to reporting response rate the
authors propose that reporting the interval to cCR, particularly
within an RSP, should be performed from completion of neo-
adjuvant therapy and in particular NACRT for standardization of
reporting as a reference point fromwhich response can be expected
needs to be defined. This differs slightly to a recent international
consensus [8], where follow up time was calculated from start of
neoadjuvant therapies.

There are a number of limitations to this study. This is a small
single-center feasibility study however it is an ultra-high volume
rectal cancer center. All patients were included and followed in
Bordeaux University Hospital by trained surgeons and radiologists
with a special interest in treatment of rectal cancer surveillance and
organ preservation. As a feasibility study, it does not include a
comparative control arm. The Response Surveillance Program is
designed to be as objective and reproductible as possible and could
be considered in high-volume centers where a formal organ pres-
ervation program is considered. It is not part of our standard
practice to utilize endoscopy for tumour response assessment
however we have included the option of rectoscopy at each stage
for those whom it is standard practice with clear criteria for
response classification [6,8]. We also did not record the patient
experience of the RSP or organ preservation in the cohort included
in this study but it is now an important focus of our practice
following completion of this feasibility study.

In conclusion, this feasibility study confirms that a defined
6

Response Surveillance Program to facilitate increased time for
development of complete clinical response following neoadjuvant
therapy for rectal cancer with regular clinical and radiological
surveillance results in favorable organ preservation rates and
acceptable oncological outcomes. The authors recommend that this
program commence following completion of neoadjuvant therapy
and can continue up to 24 weeks with a mechanism to transition to
watch and wait or surgery as required.
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